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Schorndorf, March 19th 2021 

Integration Cosy Electronics GmbH into TTI, Inc. 

Dear valued Customer 

As you know TTI, Inc. a specialist distributor of Connector, Passive, Relay, Switch and Discrete components, 
acquired Cosy Electronics GmbH on 1st July 2018. Since then Cosy Electronics GmbH has run independently 
as part of the TTI Family of Companies.  

Today we would like to inform you about some important changes regarding our business operation. 
As of March 22nd, 2021, Cosy Electronics GmbH will start the process of integration of its operations from 
Schorndorf into our TTI European Headquarters based in Maisach-Gernlinden on the outskirts of Munich. 

The synergy between TTI, Inc. and the expertise of the Cosy Electronics GmbH team will give our customers 
the full dimension of TTI, Inc.’s added value and maximize our capabilities to provide best-in class service to 
our customers. TTI’s unique distribution and value-added connector capabilities will allow access to an even 
wider range of solutions whilst keep continuity of the Cosy Electronics GmbH specialist support for your 
business. 

In the immediate future there are no changes to our daily operations from Cosy Electronics GmbH and your 
commercial and financial correspondents and contacts will remain the same and assist you with any topic. 

Rest assured that we place your business of the highest importance and aim for any transition to be 
seamless and our support to be at the highest levels. 

We will be in regular communication with you as we move through this process and any questions please 
do not hesitate to get in contact with us. 

Best regards, 

Jörg Martin Geoff Breed 
Managing Director Cosy Electronics GmbH Managing Director Cosy Electronics GmbH 

Vice President TTI, Inc. - Europe 

Zur deutschen Version

https://www.ttieurope.com/content/dam/tti-europe/services/connector_assembly/Cosy-PR-German.pdf

